These are the types of elements that will be expected in your answers.

1. Teaching info literacy
   a. Acknowledgement of achievement scores
   b. Skills taught in context
   c. Collaboration with teacher
   d. addresses student learning in specific lesson ideas
2. Curriculum development
   a. Match of library materials to curriculum
   b. curriculum mapping
3. Literacy advocate
   a. Specific titles are present with why they are useful
4. Program administration
   a. Selection/processing/budget/public relations/communication
   b. evaluation criteria for discards
5. Integration of technology skills
6. Leadership activities (committee work, holding office, community work)
7. Specific activities listed in answers; not just vague references to standards. Back up the standard with an actual practice.
8. All rationales for choices are relevant and usable
9. Mention of obstacles to proposed solutions and how to overcome
10. List of steps to use technology
11. Public relations with teachers is specific
12. Citation of literature—Kuhlthau, Loertscher, Curry Lance, Krashen, Pickering, others (textbooks)
13. Citation of Empowering Learners and Standards for 21st Century Learners
   a. Know the 4 strands of Standards
   b. Empowering Learners
      i. know the mission of the SLMP according to EL
      ii. know the 3 strands of EL
         1. teaching for learning
         2. building the learning environment
         3. empowering learning through leadership
      iii. 5 roles of librarians
         1. teacher
         2. instructional partner
         3. leader
         4. information specialist
         5. program administrator
      iv. Know the Common Beliefs
14. Spelling/grammar has fewer than 4 mistakes (CROSSOUTS COUNT HERE)